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iFLOW rotary parlour
A modular milking system custom-built
to suit not only your dairy farm, but also
your business goals.
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GEA New Zealand
Bringing dairy excellence to the world.

Increasing efficiency, reliability and cost-saving has been central to the development of
GEA New Zealand’s product range over the past 40 years. And the product range is diverse:
from large milking systems, electronics and plastic parts, to smaller consumable components.
Our comprehensive range consists of milking, stalling, dairy automation and herd
management tools - all designed to make farming easier.
We provide custom-built solutions. Each project is customised to suit your farm
requirements and budget - not just for now, but into the future. Everything we do is
manufactured in New Zealand and designed especially for pastoral farming.
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All GEA New Zealand systems are easy to install
and upgradeable for tailored solutions, plus some
components fit all types and makes of milking systems.

Following onsite installation, GEA customers are supported with a high level of
service and support. A specialised scheduled maintenance programme is available
through the network of GEA dealerships around the world helping to ensure troublefree operation and a long product lifetime.
GEA New Zealand products offer:

Our history
from Milfos
International
to GEA
New Zealand
The GEA Group acquired
Milfos International in 2012.
Milfos was formed during the 1980’s and

• High end automation and high throughput at milking

90’s in New Zealand. Initially strong in

• Savings on labour

precision stainless steel manufacturing,

• Low running and maintenance costs
• A cost-effective option for farmers looking for high-tech functionality
• Compatibility with all types and makes of milking.

Milfos pursued a policy of in-house
manufacturing which allowed them to
control product specification from design
to production, delivery and quality.
The same policy is followed today.
During the 90’s, the company added
an electronics division to increase
automation and then a mild steel
processing facility to produce rotary
platforms and herringbone stalls.
Now known as GEA New Zealand, all
dairy equipment produced and exported
from the GEA factory in New Zealand
remains the same.
Our product range boasts precision and
innovative engineering, it’s suitable to
seasonal pasture farming systems and is
customisable to suit your business goals.
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iFLOW
rotary parlour
When it comes to investing in a
milking system, you want one
that will work for your business.

At GEA New Zealand, we know your farming business is unique
and that’s exactly why the iFLOW’s modular design is customised
to suit not only your dairy, but also your business goals.
Whether you’re looking for improved cow throughput, increased
cow knowledge, ease of operation, high-end automation,
improved staffing efficiencies, or simply a reliable system that
pays for itself by way of reliability and low maintenance then you
need a system that’s built to fit your farm.
With over 40 years experience helping our farmers increase
efficiencies and improve their bottom-line, we confidently
combine local ingenuity and world-class engineering to supply a
milking platform custom-built to suit your needs.

Brad Payne
MILKING 650 COWS
WAIKATO NEW ZEALAND
“At the end of the day it is about
making good decisions with the
information you have got, and
you can make those decisions
a lot quicker with the
GEA New Zealand systems.”
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AUTO TEAT
SPRAYERS

AUTO CUP
REMOVERS

EASY ACCESS
CONTROL PANEL

OPTIMUM COW
COMFORT

REDUCED
WORKER LOAD

INTEGRATED HERD
MANAGEMENT

AUTO
GREASERS
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KEY FEATURES:
iFLOW ROTARY PARLOUR
• AUTO CUP REMOVERS
Incorporated into each bail design, cluster removers support
safe and gentle removal without damage. Clusters then pass
under the bridge, ensuring cow flow is uninhibited and
clusters remain undamaged.

• LOWER INPUT
The ability to milk up to 600 cows with just one operator.

LOWER INPUT

• LOW MAINTENANCE ROLLER SYSTEM
Reduced point loading with one nylon roller every 600mm.

• HIGH THROUGHPUT
With up to 100 stall capacity and adjustable rotation speed.

• AUTO GREASERS
Grease applied at predetermined intervals at the correct
application rates.

HIGH
THROUGHPUT

• INTEGRATED HERD MANAGEMENT
Management software enabling you to manage individual
cow health, production, reproduction and feed intake, easily
and accurately.

• OPTIMUM COW COMFORT
With two bail size options, adjustable rail positioning, optional
rubber mats and in-built cabling and piping cows enjoy a
comfortable, relaxed milking experience with in-bail feeding.

• BETTER COW FLOW
With easy entry onto the platform without pushing or any

LOW MAINTENANCE
ROLLER SYSTEM

visual obstructions, to a continuous rump-rail height flowing
into the exit yard, cows enter and exit their bails without
obstruction or injury.

• REDUCED WORKER LOAD
With automation options available from the holding yard,
during milking, to automated exit gate drafting and heat
detection the iFLOW can be automated to suit your needs.

• EASY ACCESS CONTROL PANEL
Located close to the operator, ensuring easy operation of the
platform during milking times.
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Choose iFLOW for
long-term performance
GEA’s iFLOW system is hailed as the trouble-free system that
goes and goes, offering you the lowest total cost of
ownership of any rotary platform on the market.
IDEAL

A simple, but clever modular system, it’s low maintenance and

FOR HIGH

provides efficiency and flexibility for growing operations. In most
circumstances, it only requires an annual service.

THROUGHPUT,

LABOUR RESTRICTED

Trouble-free operation

FARMING
SYSTEMS.

The iFLOW consists of a reinforced concrete deck on a raised plinth. The
milking machine is mounted under the platform, so it’s physically protected

Subway roller carriage system.

and easily accessible for maintenance. It runs quietly and is hard wearing.
Under the platform is a subway roller carriage system. Heavy duty nylon
rollers run between the upper and lower steel beams (double ‘I’ beam), with
tensioners distributed evenly to maintain correct roller alignment. One roller
every 600mm ensures an even distribution of the platform weight, meaning
less wear on rollers. Also, it is equipped with the largest circumference drive
wheels on the market, so there is less pressure on the beams to drive the
platform, resulting in less wear and tear.

Double ‘I’ beam.

The use of nylon rollers means there’s no steel on steel, no wear strip is
required and there are no bearings. Again, that’s less wear and tear, plus,
fitted with an automatic lubrication system, there is no requirement for
messy manual oil lubrication.
Basically, the iFLOW design relies on simplicity, strength and ergonomics to
ensure a long life and trouble-free operation.

Electric side thrust drive assembly.

Heavy duty nylon rollers.
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Modular system

iFLOW SPECIFICATIONS

The iFLOW platform comes with several adjustable
features designed to aid milking performance:
• The number of clusters varies from 28 to 100, milking
between 168 to 857 cows per hour accordingly

Number of clusters

28 - 100

No. of operators

1-2

Expected milking
performance

168 - 857 Cows / hr

Typical herd size

More than 400

Automation

Basic plant automation through
to full herd management

Farming operation

Pasture based, partial mixed
ration, total mixed ration

• Farmers can opt for basic plant automation right
through to full herd management
• It’s designed for herd sizes of 400 to 3,000 cows
• The bail system provides superior cow comfort (see
pX). Again, it’s flexible with two opening size options,
adjustable neck rail positions and height adjustable kick

Level of investment

and shin rail positions, accommodating cows of all sizes.

Milking system
suitability

Manufactured in a kitset configuration, the iFLOW

iCONVEYER

system is shipped to site ready for installation.

MILKING PERFORMANCE COWS / HOUR
Rotation times (mins)

Why iFLOW?
• Low maintenance roller system

• Non-slip surface for added cow comfort
• Smooth and quiet operation
• Easy access control centre with rotation per
minute display
• Drop down cup system for clear cow entry at
all times
• Adjustable rail positions to suit all cow types
• Automation options with cluster removers, teat
sprayers, milk flow sensors or milk metering
• Integrated herd health and management options
• Inward or outward skirt and drainage
options available
• Low cost of ownership
• Customised to fit your budget and
farming strategy.

Rotary bale size

• Automatic greasers

• Optimum cow comfort with streamline bail design
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No. Cows milked per hour

• Configuration for up to 100 stalls

• High throughput system with adjustable
rotation speed

8

7

Optimal milking performance
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How is the iFLOW system unique?
Designed with a double ‘I’ beam carriage roller system under
the platform, the system offers reduced point loading and an
extremely low maintenance cost.

Heavy duty nylon rollers sit between the upper
and lower beams of the platform, with tensioners
distributed evenly to maintain correct roller alignment.
Reduced point loading
Point loading is the weight applied to the load bearing
surface of the roller ie. total weight of the loaded
platform divided by the number of rollers. A high point
loading is what causes damage to rollers and beams.
One roller every 600mm ensures an even distribution
of the iFLOW platform weight, even when fully loaded.
Roller system with reduced point loading.

Less wear and tear
• The use of nylon rollers means no wear strip is
required because there will be no wear from steel to
steel contact
• Large circumference drive wheels put less pressure
on the beams to drive the platform
• Automatic lubrication system ensures trouble-free
operation and long life
Reinforced concrete deck
• Quiet non-slip surface - no matting required
• Special 40MPa concrete formulation with structural
and conditioning additives for long life
• Increased concrete coverage using tapered slab
typically 100-125mm thick
• Lined with mesh and deformed radial and
circumference reinforcing rods

Reinforcement of the concrete deck, ensures a strong and long lasting deck.
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Skirt and drain system (inward sloping platforms)
• Stainless steel and stabilised PVC skirts provided
• Upper skirt provides barrier so effluent and wash
water is directed into the external deck drain,
leaving centre of the rotary clean
• Lower skirt protects rollers and drives and makes
wash down easy using external ring drain

Skirt and drain system.

Skirt and drain system.

Controls

Electric drive system.

Carriage roller system reduces
point loading.

Double beam carriage rollers.

Controls
• Stainless steel control consoles with
waterproof switches
• Forward with adjustable speed
• Inch reverse
• Cow crush switch at entry
• Rope stop / start switch around full perimeter of rotary

SIDE THRUST ASSEMBLIES

180º

120º

120º
120º
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PLAN VIEW OF iFLOW ROTARY PARLOUR

KEY:
Ref

This schematic drawing shows foundation details and general layouts
of the necessary services that are required for your package.
2
Office

Description

1

Feed bins

2

Feed silos

3

Drive controls

4

Drive station

Store room

4

Milk room

1

Plant room
3

4

PLATFORM DIMENSIONS
iFLOW platform dimensions - standard bail platform
Platform size

28 Bail

30 Bail

32 Bail

36 Bail

40 Bail

44 Bail

48 Bail

50 Bail

54 Bail

56 Bail

60 Bail

64 Bail

70 Bail

80 Bail

90 Bail

100 Bail

Radius OD
platform

4105

4375

4655

5215

5775

6335

6895

7175

7735

8015

8575

9135

9975

11375

12775

14175

Diameter
platform

8210

8750

9310

10430

11550

12670

13790

14350

15470

16030

17150

18270

19950

22750

25550

28350

Minimum building size
Width

10500

11000

11500

12500

14000

15000

16000

16500

17500

18500

19500

20500

22000

25000

28000

30500

Length

12000

12500

13000

14000

15000

16000

17500

18000

19000

19500

20500

22000

23500

26500

29000

32000

iFLOW platform dimensions - wide bail platform
Platform size

28 Bail

30 Bail

32 Bail

36 Bail

40 Bail

44 Bail

48 Bail

50 Bail

54 Bail

56 Bail

60 Bail

64 Bail

70 Bail

80 Bail

90 Bail

100 Bail

Radius OD
platform

4455

4775

5090

5730

6365

7000

7635

7955

8590

8910

9530

10180

11090

12645

14205

15770

Diameter
platform

8910

9550

10180

11460

12730

14000

15270

15910

17180

17820

19060

20360

22180

25290

28410

31540

Minimum building size
Width

11000

12000

12500

13500

15000

16000

17500

18000

19500

20000

21500

22500

24500

27500

30500

34000

Length

12500

13000

13500

15000

16500

17500

19000

19500

20500

21500

22500

24000

25500

29000

32000

35000
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HOW THE iFLOW DRIVE SYSTEM WORKS

Side thrust rollers

Auto greasers

Electric drive

• Horizontal roller assembly
ensures rotary remains central
and running true and accurate

• Can be set to discharge
at predetermined
intervals, eliminating
the need to manually
maintain grease points
around the machine

• Heavy duty electric drive motor

• Eliminates need for centre hub
or bearing, so the centre of the
rotary remains uncluttered and
free from support arms
• Positioned evenly around the
platform providing lateral
guidance to ensure platform
stays true

• Grease applied
at correct
application rates
• Protects carriage
roller assembly

• Tensioned rubber coated drive
wheel delivers constant torque to the
drive beam
• Soft start system reduces stress on
drives for maximum component life
• No electrical noise to interfere with
cow identification systems (RFID)
• Electric drive option is also available
if required
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iFLOW
milking
equipment
A highly efficient lowline
milking system.

The iFLOW milking system transfers milk
gently from the cow to the receiver.
• The milking machine is mounted under
the platform, so it’s physically protected
and easily accessible for maintenance
• Extremely stable vacuum due to milk and
air separation in the looped milk lines,
optimising cow comfort during milking
• Powerful jets wash water down the milk
line for enhanced washing performance
and superior hygiene
• Modular design for quick and
simple installation with minimal
onsite fabrication.
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Key Features
• Modular design with quick and
simple installation with minimal
onsite fabrication
• Extremely stable vacuum due to milk and
air separation in the looped milk lines
• The loop line is cleaned with iNTELJET
using powerful slugs of wash water down
the milk line for enhanced washing
performance and superior hygiene

Integrated solution using iFLOW platform with WestfaliaSurge milking equipment.

• Automation options; such as automatic
cup removers, drop down, cow
restraints and teat spraying, are easily
added when required, future proofing
your system.

Electronics mounted under the deck for protection against water.

The milking system installed under the deck for protection.
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PLAN VIEW OF iFLOW MILKING EQUIPMENT

KEY:
Ref Description

This schematic drawing below shows the details and general layout of the iFLOW milking equipment.

1

Office

2

Pulsation control

3

Power supply

4

Milk pump

5

Silo wash controller

6

iPUD

7

Clusters

8

Cluster washer

2

9

Detacher

3

10

Cl blower package

11

Vacuum On Demand™
(VOD)

12

Plant wash control

13

Sorting gate

14

Drive controls

15

Water pump

16

Milk filter

17

Plate cooler

18

Centre gland

19

Regulator

20

Sanitary trap / receiver

21

Hot water / wash tub

22

Silo

Office
Store room
1

Milk room

23

4

24
18
17

8
5

Plant room

10
13

14

19

15

7
8

16

9

17

10
11

12

21

KEY:
Milk line

Milk delivery line

Main airline

Pulsator airline

CIP jetter line

CROSS SECTION OF iFLOW MILKING SYSTEM

CIP recirculation line
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Bail options
to suit
your herd
An innovative streamlined
bail, designed with superior
cow comfort top of mind.
Having two opening size options available
and adjustable rail positions makes iFLOW
bail suitable for all cow types and ensures
future proofing of your investment.
The well thought out equipment positioning
will make operating easier for the user and
ensure equipment is protected.
Comes standard with all GEA New Zealand
rotary parlours.
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Bails enhance cow comfort
STANDARD FEATURES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Streamlined bail design
• No vertical posts on sides of
dummy bail which allows more
room for cow’s hips
• Low profile modern design
• Ultra heavy duty 125 x 75
main post with cattle rail for
cow comfort
Automation mounting positions

Streamlined bail design.

Streamlined bail design.

Automation mounting positions.

Automation mounting positions.

• Integrated mounting positions
for different detachers, cow
restraints and drop-down
struts to allow for seamless
automation upgrades
Adjustable rail positions suited
to your cow type
• Two adjustable neck rail
positions for large cows
• Adjustable breast and shin

Standard

Long Bail

rail positions either inside or
outside of the bail post

Adjustable rail positions for a standard bail.

Adjustable rail positions for a long bail.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
Milking detachers
• The standard detacher has a
rope guide integrated into the
cluster washer plate for ideal
retraction efficiency
• Drop down strut attaches
to standard bail seamlessly
and keeps the bridge clear of
rubberware during operation
Moulded plastic feedbins.

Feeding
• Continuous stainless-steel
trough feed bins
• Feed bins have deep trough and
high back to limit feed spillage
• Robber bars to stop feed
being spilled or eaten by a
neighbouring cow
• Drain options available

Milking detacher.

Stainless steel feed-bins with head dividers.

Standard rubberware configuration.

Integrated deck port rubberware configuration.

Heavy duty cow restraint.

Heavy duty cow restraint.

Rubberware configuration
• Available in either a standard or
integrated deck port option
• Integrated option has an angled
design to promote better rubber
alignment and helps to keep
ACR string
Heavy duty cow restraint
• Controlled by automated
optional cluster removal system
• Heavy duty robust design with
integrated up and down stop no flimsy brackets
• External access to lubricated
bush system for easy
maintenance
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iCRS Cow Restraint System
Designed to make rotary parlours more efficient and
reduce labour at milking time.

The iCRS system is connected and controlled by the automatic cluster
remover installed on the rotary platform.
The cow restraint drops down behind the cow when the cluster is
attached which keeps the cow on the platform if she has not finished
milking. This reduces labour requirements at the clusters off area.
Using a chain behind slow milking cows is a thing of the past. Now
the operator simply attaches the cluster to the cow and the system
is automated from that point.
The system consists of machined hinges, a plastic strap and an
iHDR100 Ram that controls the operation.
The flexible strap that retains the cow on the platform is a key
feature. The system does not use fixed metal arms that can be
dangerous at pinch points around the rotary creating a working

iCRS cow restraints lowered in bail.

hazard for operators.
The system can be fitted to all types of rotary platforms and
automated cluster removers on the market.

iCRS LAYOUT
Vacuum line

Advanced features such as retention of the cow for low milk, kick

1

1

off or milk quality problems is also possible with the iCRS system.

2

Key Features

Mounting
pipe

iCR
iCRS
l/h arm

• Retains cow on the platform if she is still milking or has

iCRS
r/h arm

milking alerts
• Connects to the automated cluster remover

Cow
restraint
cylinder

• Suitable for new or existing rotary parlours
• Smart design using flexible strap reduces working hazard

iHDR100
cylinder
Retention rope

for operators at milking time
• Integrated upper and lower stopper to ensure
strap is in ideal position
Cluster

KEY:
1

Vacuum supply

2

Control signal (cow retention)
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Trevor Hamilton
MILKING 9,000 COWS
ON 9 FARMS
ACROSS NEW ZEALAND
“The iFLOW is a very reliable system.
I would recommend it based on the
fact that it’s a lot less maintenance,
there’s no steel on steel wear,
no need for an oily mess and no
bearings. Plus, we really like
the reduced point loading
roller design.”
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HI FLOW Glands
The HI FLOW Series of rotary transfer glands have been designed in a
modular format so that your automation solutions are well catered for.

From a standalone gland for transfer of vacuum, milk and electrics to

milk enter the vacuum system. The milk section is 50mm with

a full suite of services like compressed air, CIP, wash solution and wash

welded tri-clover fittings.

down water our HI FLOW product line offers a great deal of flexibility.
Inlet and outlet ports can be interchanged which allows services such
HI FLOW 2C Rotary Gland

as vacuum, milk and electrics to be fed overhead or from the floor.

The HI FLOW 2C Rotary Gland was developed to cater for the
The rotating bearings are self lubricated using automatic grease

increasing size of rotary installations that demand a high level
of reliability and performance year round. The gland primarily

dispensers. This takes away the task of periodic lubrication which

transfers vacuum, milk, electrics and data onto the rotating platform.

often gets neglected on busy farming operations.

The HI FLOW 2C gland is well constructed using modern self

The gland has 10 or 12 tracks for the transfer of both power and

lubricating plastics and high quality stainless steel.

data communication if required. Data tracks have integrated
track cleaners for robust data transfer. The gland utilises a

The main body has a 150mm diameter section for the transfer of

range of carbon brushes, depending on application, to ensure

vacuum. This design reduces frictional air loss associated with

uninterrupted flow of either the power or data.

traditional glands units. Connection to the vacuum section is
made using 102mm RJT fittings. The main body has a washing

The gland is supplied complete with mountings to fit an 80NB

port and drain to keep the main body hygienically clean should

galvanized centre post.

HI FLOW 2 X
100MM PORT

HI FLOW 4 X
100MM PORTS
M2

M2

V2

V2

V4

E2

E2

V1

M1

Ref

Size

Connection

Suitable
Use

General

M1

50mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Milk delivery to filters
& coolers

M2

50mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Milk Delivery from pumps

V1

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum delivery
from pumps

V2

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum supply to plant

V3

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum delivery (2)
from pumps

V4

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum supply (2) to plant

E1

10 or 12 track
20A / track,
230/415v 50/60Hz

3 x M20 cable entry
glands electrical screw
terminals

Electric
& Data

Supply of electrics and
data to revolving platform

E2

10 or 12 track
20A / track,
230/415v 50/60Hz

3 x M20 cable
entry glands electrical
screw terminals

Electric
& Data

Supply of electrics and
data to revolving platform

E1

E1
V1

KEY

V3

M1
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TREAT
COWS EASILY
BRING ATTENTION
COWS BACK ONTO THE
PLATFORM, WHILST PLANT
IS IN WASH MODE,
FOR EASY APPLICATION
OF HEALTH
TREATMENTS.

HI FLOW 3C Rotary Gland
The HI FLOW 3C Rotary Gland is a new concept
design that caters for the increasing demand for high
levels of automation on rotary platforms.

This gland has the ability to transfer three key services onto the rotating
platform; milk, vacuum and water, along with electrics and data.
The main advantage of the HI FLOW 3C Rotary Gland is the ability
to include CIP wash water through the gland. Wash water can be
plumbed permanently through underground plumbing. Therefore,
there is no loss of vacuum by lifting wash water to a static head.
As with all GEA rotary glands, the design is flexible and modular.
Any of the secondary gland combinations can be used with the HI
FLOW 3C. This allows greater flexibility for supply of additional
services onto the platform including compressed air, wash down
water, services for feed troughs, secondary milk or discard lines.
Key Features
• Transfers milk, vacuum, electrics, data and water
• Can include CIP wash water in one gland
• No loss of vacuum by lifting wash water to static head
3C HI FLOW 2 x 100mm installed.

• Flexible options for secondary glands

3C HI FLOW 2 X
100MM PORTS

3C HI FLOW 4 X
100MM PORTS

M2

KEY

M2

W2

Ref

Size

Connection

Suitable
Use

General

M1

50mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Milk delivery to filters
& coolers

M2

50mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Milk Delivery from pumps

V1

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum delivery from pumps

V2

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum supply to plant

V3

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum delivery (2) from
pumps

V4

102mm

RJT Female

Vacuum
Only

Vacuum supply (2) to plant

E1

10 or 12 track
20A / track, 230/415v
50/60Hz

3 x M20 cable entry
glands electrical
screw terminals

Electric
& Data

Supply of electrics and data to
revolving platform

E2

10 or 12 track
20A / track, 230/415v
50/60Hz

3 x M20 cable entry
glands electrical
screw terminals

Electric
& Data

Supply of electrics and data to
revolving platform

W1

63mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Water delivery to gland

W2

63mm

Tri-clover Clamp

Milk or
Water

Water delivery onto platform

W2

V2

V1

W1

V4

V2

V3

V1

W1

M1

M1
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HI FLOW 7 Port Auxiliary Gland
The HI FLOW 7 Port Auxiliary Gland is primarily designed for supply of
services to the rotary platform to improve operator efficiency and safety.
Having permanent services connected can allow the Milk Purge to
be operated at any time, the CIP is operating. While the platform is
rotating, high pressure wash down water can also be accessed at any
time and, when iPUDs are installed on the platform, the Teat Spray
Solution is transferred directly onto the platform from the chemical
mixing room.
The Auxiliary Gland mounts directly on to the main gland body
using the modular flange and pillar system. Gland components are
machined from high quality stainless steel and engineered plastics.
Harsh teat spray chemicals are handled via a nylon conduit for
superior chemical resistance.
Key Features
• Direct mounting to any HI FLOW Gland
• Nylon centre conduit to handle harsh teat spray chemical
• Failsafe design on chemical conduit to prevent contamination to

HI FLOW 7 Port Auxiliary Gland.

air or water paths

A2

HI FLOW 3C GLAND WITH 7 PORT
AUXILLARY GLAND

C2

Ref

Size

Connection

Suitable use

A1

10mm

Push Fit

Compressed Air or Teat Spray Solution

A2

10mm

Push Fit

Compressed Air or Teat Spray Solution

B1

1/2”

Hosetail

Compressed Air or Water

B2

1/2”

Hosetail

Compressed Air or Water

C1

63mm

Flanged

CIP Wash Water or High Pressure Wash Down
Water

C2

50mm

50mm Tri-clover

CIP Wash Water or High Pressure Wash Down
Water

B2

C1

C1

B1

A1
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STANDARD COMPONENTS:

Plus Kits for HI FLOW Rotary Glands
Plus Kits for HI FLOW Rotary Glands allow an extra conduit path
for high pressure low volume fluids such as compressed air or
teat spray solution.

An electronic dispenser that can be set to
discharge at predetermined intervals eliminating
the need to manually maintain grease points

Having a compressed air service permanently connected can
allow the Milk Purge to be operated at any time. Alternatively,
the Plus Kit may be used to transfer Teat Spray Solution directly
onto the platform from the chemical mixing room when iPUDs
are installed. Gland components are machined from high quality

around the machine.
The unit ensures that the correct amount of
grease is dispensed and that over greasing does
not occur. This guarantees trouble free running of
the machine while saving on lubrication costs.

stainless steel and engineered plastics. Harsh teat spray chemicals
are handled via a nylon conduit for superior chemical resistance.

The units have a programmable dispensing rate
from 1 to 12 months which is displayed on the

Key Features

LED screen. The purge mode allows the unit to be
manually operated.

• Retro fits to existing HI FLOW 2C or 3C Glands
• Nylon centre conduit to handle harsh teat spray chemical
• Failsafe design on centre conduit to prevent contamination to
milk chamber

A replaceable service kit includes a new grease
cartridge and battery which ensures a long life of
economical operation.
Key Features

2C PLUS KIT ASSEMBLY

3C PLUS KIT ASSEMBLY

• Auto greasing takes care of
manual maintenance
• Grease is applied at correct
application rates

A2

• Decreased lubrication costs
• Protects your assets.

B1
B2

A1

Ref

Size

Connection

Suitable use

A1

10mm

Push Fit

Compressed Air or Teat Spray Solution

A2

10mm

Push Fit

Compressed Air or Teat Spray Solution

B1

50mm

50mm Tri-clover

Milk

B2

50mm

50mm Tri-clover

Milk
Auto greaser fitted to carriage roller assembly.
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iCORE cluster
removers
for added
automation

OPTION 1: iCORE

BASIC

Cluster Remover
with milk flow sensor

VISOFLOW SENSOR

As a basic automatic cluster
remover (ACR) the intelligent
system is designed for simplicity
and is easy to operate.

AUTOMATIC
CLUSTER
REMOVER

AUTOMATIC
TEATSPRAYER

HEADS DOWN
DISPLAY

CLUSTER RINSE
SMART
PULSATION

DROP DOWN

The ACR allows the operator full control of the
milking point. The system includes the iHDR100
Ram with LEDs located in the head of the ram
to indicate the mode of control and if a problem
has occurred during milking. The operator
simply pushes the button to initiate milking.

OPTION 2: iCORE ADVANCED

Key Features

ADVANCED

Cluster Remover
with milk metering

• All of the functionality of the iCR see page 70
• Heavy duty, powerful ram with high
visibility indicators located in the head

AUTOMATIC
CLUSTER
REMOVER

• Kick off sensor shuts off vacuum and retains
the cow on the platform if fitted with bail
restraint system

INTELLAB SENSOR

METATRON
MILK METER

• Flexible software to customise the product
to each specific installation
• Programme from your phone

HEADS DOWN
DISPLAY

AUTOMATIC
TEATSPRAYER

• Global milking point adjustment parameter
- take off level indicated by milk flow sensor
• Milk sweep delay allowing improved cow

CLUSTER RINSE
DROP DOWN

comfort with clean removal of cups.
DRAFTING

SMART
PULSATION

ID & HERD
MANAGEMENT
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Herd
Management
Software
Herd management
made easy complete and reliable
data at a glance.

From feed consumption and milk yield totals
up to results for each individual animal, up-tothe-minute and all year round. You’ll always
have reliable data to base your decisions on.
GEA offers two valuable solutions for effective
animal management, DairyPlan C21 and
iDENTITY. You can write new reports or
customise existing information to suit your
cow, herd or management practices.
Options for advanced analysis of cow health,
reproduction, nutrition and milk composition,
ensure that you have the best information
available to manage your operation effectively
and profitably.
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DairyPlan
DairyPlan has been designed to be a fully-functioning herd
management software package combined with the process
control functions needed to run the equipment connected such
as milk meters, drafting gates, feeding and weigh scales.

DairyPlan Menu
The DairyPlan menu has been upgraded to include a customised menu
specifically developed for the grazing farms of New Zealand and Australia.
Easy to navigate for the new user and complete enough for the seasoned user,
the new menu incorporates all the reports and graphs into the menu bar and
all the data entry into the working area.
Cow Management

Upgraded DairyPlan Menu.

DPSingle
DairyPlan’s individual cow lookup tool, gives you all the animal’s data stored
within the software. It is easily accessed from the DairyPlan menu, as well
as any reports and various other locations throughout the software. The
front screen gives a general overview of basic information for the animal,
but by clicking the ‘Details’ button, 12 more screens of information with
further specifics are also available. These areas include lactation/season
total data for lifetime, offspring information, herd testing results, weekly
averages, recorded vet and health records, identification, genetic/ancestry,
feed, milk withholding, details on the last milking and a history of individual
measurements recorded.
Reproductive Status
The animal’s reproductive status is recorded and kept in the software.

Individual cow lookup tool.

Some status changes happen automatically in the software based upon days
since an event - the number of days is defined by the user. Other status
changes happen due to events recorded on farm towards a specific animal.

Reproductive status of specific cow.
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Drying Off

Reproduction

Reports to help making drying off easier are included in

Reproduction is a high priority on any New Zealand dairy farm.

DairyPlan. Whether you dry off all animals on a specific day, or

DairyPlan has tools in place to assist you in monitoring your

want to dry off pregnant animals as they start producing below a

fertility and reproductive performance.

specific threshold, DairyPlan’s reports can assist you. Users need
to record that an animal has been dried off, which then allows
alerts to be presented in the shed if a dry cow enters to be milked.

Reproductive Reports
DairyPlan’s Reproductive Analysis report was specifically
designed for New Zealand dairy farms and calculates values such

Culling

as the 6 week InCalf rate, submission rates, and conception rates.

Using all the data stored and entered into DairyPlan, DairyPlan can

Other reports including cows that have been submitted, cows

give the user a list of potential cull animals based on criteria that

not yet mated, cows with no pre-mating heat, projected calving

the user sets. Cows meeting one or more of the criteria are listed

summaries, non-return rates, and others.

and users are able to make further culling decisions from this data.
Activity Heat Detection
Production

DairyPlan collects the activity data from the Rescounters and

Milk production can be closely monitored with the DairyPlan

CowScout™ collars. The activity data from the animals are stored in

software when used in conjunction with the milk meters.

the database and DairyPlan determines when the animal’s activity

Milk weights are automatically transferred into the individual

levels exceed the thresholds set by the users to alert that an animal is

cow’s records via the milk meters and ID system.

likely on heat. Cows with activity alerts can be automatically drafted,
or have announcements made when she enters the shed. Cows are

These individual milk weights are stored in each animal’s records,

continually monitored around the clock, 24 hours a day, so cows not

and daily totals, weekly averages and deviations are available to be

cycling and showing heats can easily be spotted and attended to early.

viewed individual in DPSingle, or in reports and graphs. Lactation
and season totals are tallied and kept for the lifetime of the animal.
Total herd production can be displayed in standard reports and
graphs, or you can customise your own. Cows with sudden and
unexpected deviations from their expected production can be
displayed on reports allowing the user to manage and make
decisions regarding these animals accordingly. Getting lists of the top
percentage or bottom cows according to milk production is just one
of the many ways you are able to view the milk data in DairyPlan.

Drying off.

Available Vet actions.

Mating
All matings for an animal, both artificial and natural can be
recorded in DairyPlan. This data can be entered in batches for all
animals mated on the same day, making data entry quick and easy!
Details such as technician, sire used, and other information can
be entered along with the insemination date. DairyPlan can work
with year-round mating, seasonal as well as split calving herds.
Statistics related to mating can be stored historically, allowing the
user to compare current data to previous seasons or years.

Potential Cull List.
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Calving
Calving dates can be recorded in DairyPlan, along with the calf
information, calving ease and other details. Expected calving
dates are calculated from mating and pregnancy scan data.

can save you time from manually recording information already
recorded electronically in the software.
Report Generator

Having all of this within DairyPlan allows the report generator

DairyPlan comes pre-loaded with over 100 standard reports.

to display many different reports related to calving rates and

While these reports will meet many farmers’ needs, the reports

spreads (both expected and actual) and days since calving for

can also be customised to suit individual farms. Quick access

individual cows, as well as averages for groups of cows.

to DPSingle, DPVet, and graph views are available from all the
reports throughout DairyPlan.

Health
DPVet

DPList, the report generator tool in DairyPlan, is one of the most
powerful report generating tools available to farmers today within a

DPVet is the tool within DairyPlan to record any illnesses, treatments

herd management program. Over 1200 codes are available to be used

and other actions that a cow has. While DPVet comes with a standard

when creating reports and lists, and mathematical calculations can be

list of actions, the list can be customised and expanded to meet the

done within the report generator too allowing users to calculate values

farm’s terms, and protocols used. Data can be entered individually, or

that DairyPlan might not store by default.Reports, either standard or

by batch, allowing quick and accurate data entry.

custom, can be automatically printed or exported into electronic files
at various different schedules determined by the user.

Treatments
Properties of the treatments used on the farm can be entered

Body Weights

when setting up each treatment used on the farm. When a

Live weights can be automatically collected from a walkover weigh

treatment is recorded for the animal, DPVet uses the properties

scale located in conjunction with a drafting gate. Each cow has the

of the treatment to calculate the end date for the milk and the

potential to be weighed at every milking, allowing multiple body

meat withholding. Animals on milk withhold are automatically

weights to be recorded into DairyPlan to generate weekly averages.

blocked for attaching the cups when entering the shed, and voice

Cows showing more than acceptable weight loss can be added to

alerts can be setup as well. Treatments can be entered from the

reports allowing them to be checked and attended to quicker.

DairyPlan computer, from a touchscreen computer or from a P21
installed near a treatment area.

Body weights for the herd can be tracked by age group allowing
the manager to see how the cows have changed weights

DairyPlan has the NZ Disease and Treatment report as a standard

throughout the season. This data can also be graphed over the

report. This report lists all the required information recorded

season and seasons past. Body weights can also be tracked in

in your dairy diary for shed inspection and meets the recording

DairyPlan’s herd statistic tool, allowing the user to see average

requirements. Entering this information directly into DairyPlan

weights from previous years.

Disease and treatment records.

Body weight summary.
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Body Condition Scores
DairyPlan can store body condition scores - either by manually
inputting them into the software or by importing them from another
source (i.e. if your vet scores your cows in their own software package.)
These scores can be used with the automatic feeding functions in
DairyPlan, allowing the software to automatically add some feed to
cows that are too skinny or below a BCS that the user defines.
Component Test Results
Herd Test results can easily be imported into DairyPlan.
This allows the software to calculate the amount of milk solids
the cows are producing. Somatic cell counts can also be imported
allowing changes and trends in SCC per cow or per group to
be monitored. SCC can also be used in the Culling Report as a
criterion for determining voluntary culls.
Feeding from DairyPlan
DairyPlan can control in-shed feeding systems and feed each
cow its own individual ration. Several different feed schedules
can be setup within the software and then cows are assigned
to the appropriate schedule. When feeding from DairyPlan, the
software ensures that cows will not be fed twice if they happen to
go around on a rotary a second time.
DairyPlan has several automatic feeding options available to use.
Farms can choose to feed the cows by batch - where the user sets a flat
amount of feed to be fed to each cow, or a specific group. Farms could
also choose to feed the cows based upon their current yield. With
this scenario, the user sets the benchmarks for the feed per certain
amounts of production, then DairyPlan calculates what each cow
should receive accordingly each day based upon her current 7 day
milk average.
As a cow increases her production, DairyPlan will increase her
feed appropriately and automatically. Cows just a few days since
calving, can be fed according to days, to ensure that even a lower
producing colostrum cow is being fed suitable amounts.
If you have imported the fat and protein values from a herd test,
DairyPlan also has the capability to feed by fat/protein corrected
milk. This method will feed cows that have higher solid production
more than a cow that does not produce as many solids.
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Drafting from DairyPlan

Animal Announcements

When your drafting gate is paired with the DairyPlan herd

When animals come into the shed, certain alerts and

management software, you have powerful combination! The

announcements can be pre-programmed for cows meeting

connection to DairyPlan allows automatic drafts to be scheduled

certain criteria. Users can select from 13 pre-defined options

in advance and for numerous reasons, while still permitting the

to turn on or off, as well as setup limitless amounts of alerts

milking staff to draft a cow from the bail during milking.

through the user-defined area. Popular options include
announcing 3 teated cows, high conductivity cows, and

Lists of cows needed for a one-off draft can be easily created from

cows with a sudden drop in milk. There are several voices to

reports in DairyPlan and those cows quickly set to draft, saving data

choose from - including men’s and lady’s voices - with several

entry time and mistakes! Cows can also be auto-drafted for nearly

different accents.

any reason, at every milking or only at a particular milking session.
Interfacing with other software
Touchscreen option

Information entered into DairyPlan can be exported and

DairyPlan has a view that has been specifically designed to work

electronically transferred to the National Database in New

on touchscreens, allowing the user to see which cow is in which

Zealand. This can save the user hours of duplicate entry.

bail, as well as user-defined details about the cows. Alerts such
as low milk or high conductivity can be seen on the touchscreen

Information can also be imported into DairyPlan, allowing one

and illnesses and treatments can be entered with the DPView

database to contain all information about your herd. A start-up

HotKeys. HotKeys for sorting or drafting the cows can be added

database can be imported from various sources. Herd test results,

as well. The shed information can be viewed in a grid format as

pregnancy scanning results, and body condition scores are a few

well as in a rotary view, when the rotary view is purchased.

of the data commonly imported into DairyPlan by users.

Shed information viewed in grid format.

Information viewed in rotary format.
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AutoSelect 5000 - The ultimate dairy sorting system
GEA can offer you various systems for automatically
drafting individual animals or groups of animals
efficiently, quickly and reliably.
GEA drafting gates are reliable, fully automated gates
controlled by the DairyPlan C21 software. Drafting
reasons can be entered into the software to automatically
separate the cows that meet the user-defined conditions,
Minimised cow flow interruptions.

as well as allowing cows to be drafted once off that might
be noticed as needing attention during milking.
The first identification antenna identifies the animal,
causing the sorting gate to open to the designated sorting
area. This remains open until an animal is identified that
is to be diverted to a different area.
This allows for no unnecessary interruptions to cow traffic,
so you have stress-free cow flow through the sorting area.

First identification opens the sorting gate to the correct direction.

The following animal is to be sorted to a different area,
so the entry gate closes behind the preceding animal.
Sorting errors are avoided ensuring a high level of working
efficiency. Once the light beams report that the first animal
has left the sorting area the gates are reset and the entry gate
opens so the animal is sorted into the new allocated area.
Key Benefits
• Minimised cow flow interruption - ID antennas are
positioned well before cows reach the sort system

Entry gate closes behind preceding animal until it has left the sorting area to ensure
sorting errors are avoided.

so that only cows that need to be sorted are stopped,
ensuring optimum cow flow rates
• Guaranteed accuracy - photo eyes are incorporated into
this system to watch animal movements, ensuring very
high accuracy
• Data connection to Dairy Management System 21 allows you to use either DairyPlan C21 or the milk
meter to control your sort gate. Endless user formulas
are available for sort criteria
• Utilizes two ID antennas - ensures confirmation of sort
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Here to
support you
With you from the initial consultation,
through to total service solutions.

GEA are here to help improve your milk quality
and your parlours efficiency, with a dealer network
certified to deliver what we promise, consistently.
Through specialised training, our dealers have
experience installing, servicing and of course troubleshooting potential problems on all GEA New Zealand
milking equipment and components. And of course,
they speak your language - farming.
Technicians within your area will know the details of
your farm and the equipment you use. This means if
you need assistance, they will be prepared to quickly
react and assist you to ensure your experience with
GEA milking equipment is second-to-none.
Your trusted dealer is your trusted farm partner.
Helping you make the right decisions for your business
and helping to improve your productivity, profitability
and of course ensuring your cows are healthy.
Thanks to our global network, you can rest assured
support is there for you, from the design phase of a
new project, right through to optimising your system.

Integrated milking systems
With a professionally trained team, an integrated milking system that is
designed to work as a cohesive unit, along with technicians who regularly
monitor the system, every dairy has the potential to achieve a safe, gentle,
quick and complete milk harvest session on every cow at every milking.

We live our values.
Excellence • Passion • Integrity • Responsibility • GEA-versity
GEA Group is a global engineering company with multi-billion euro sales and operations in more than
50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of innovative equipment and

GEA New Zealand
12-14 Quail Place,

Tel +64 7 843 1780

Hamilton 3204, New Zealand

Fax +64 7 843 1779

www.gea.com
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